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Sporting a comfortable, rugged design along with integrated features and a Class 1 Div. 2 safety 
rating, walt™ is a welcomed addition to any crew. Instead of having multiple devices on every worker 
that ultimately get in the way, walt™ consolidates those into one hand-held smart radio. After 
eliminating the need for various cumbersome and distracting devices, weavix™ streamlines your 
communications with devices your crews will want to use. 

Empowering your Workforce without Breaking your Budgets

weavixTM Works with Any Budget

Managed Service

The modular design of waltTM enables quick repair, 
refurbishment or replacement, all managed by at no 
additional cost under our weCare™ managed service.

Theft Deterent

All weavix™ communication devices are operational 
only within a geofenced area of your facility. walt™ 
radios can also be located either on the weavix™ 
mobile app or online console. 

Communal Grab & Go
walt™ smart radios can be shared between workers 
on dierent shifts to better manage device inventory. 

Cost Free
All walt™ smart radios are provided to the company 
with no upfront hardware fees.



Designed with the
Frontline in Mind

Sporting its modular, frontline-friendly design, walt™ 
smart radios are built to work as hard as your workers 
do. With a rugged, comfortable design, walt™ maintains 
the shape and size of legacy radios, meaning he can fit 
in with any crew without issue, all at no cost to you. 

walt™ is purpose-built and designed to last in any 
hahazardous work environment.

Scratch & Shatter Resistant Screens

64 Gigabytes of Memory

Glove-Friendly Buttons

Compact Size

Man Down Dedicated Button

Durable Casing for the Toughest 
WWork Environments

Each walt™ can be customized to work with your facility 
regulations and individual preferences. 

Certifications & Safety Ratings

36 Click-Fast Mounting Options 

Automatic Volume Adjustment based on Ambient Noise

Feature Limitations on individual, group or facility-wide 
devices

Class 1 Div. 2 

IP68 Standard 
Withstands dust, dirt and water

ATEX Zone 2

UL Listed

Wear Gloves 
Wear waltTM

Built for the Most Rugged Facilities

Superior functionality & design to 
work with any frontline



Front Camera
(82 Degrees)

Gorilla Glass 3
Screen &
Sunlight
Readable 
Display

Internal Batteries

GMRS Optional
Antenna

Klick Fast Body
Mount System

Flashlight &
Rear Camera

Dedicated
SOS Button

Glove Friendly
Navigation
Buttons

Ambient Light
Sensor

Finger Print
Sensor

SIM Card Slot

Push-to- 
Talk/Video/
Picture

Push-to-3 (PT3)

  Push-to-Talk

  Push-to-Picture

  Push-to-Video

Text Communications

Alerts & Notifications

In-Line DicIn-Line Dictation

Multi-Language Translation

Unlimited Channels

1-1 and Group Communications

Searchable Directory

Noise Cancelling Speakers

COMMUNICATION

DEPENDABILITY

Class 1 Div. 2 

IP68 Standard 

ATEX Zone 2

UL Listed

Secure Connective Ports

Bluetooth Accessory 
CCompatible

SECURE MANAGEMENT

weCare™ Managed Service

  Repairs

  Replacements

  Upgrades

24/7 Customer Service

Over-the-Air Updates

End-End-to-end Encryption

Where’s waltTM

  Device Mapping

Purpose-Built Capabilties to Drive 
Teamwork & Productivity
walt™ is the first industry-ready device to revolutionize 
frontline communications. With built-in language translation 
& dictation, mass alerts , revolutionary PT3 communications 
and more, weavix™ unifies your entire workforce. Keeping 
productivity and safety at the forefront, weavix™ introduces 
more collaboration capabilities and features all designed by 
and and for the frontline workforce. 

CONNECTIVITY

PLTE - Guaranteed 
Coverage 

Integrates on:

  Wi-Fi Networks

  Public LTE Networks

Wi-Fi Hotspot

BluBluetooth 

GMRS Radio Backup

Analog Compatible 

Sharpen your
Competitive Edge

Key Features



Radio-in, snap and send an image or video, make a direct 
video call: whatever your preference, do it with walt™. Your 
frontline is responsible for various tasks, and they need 
communication options that work in any scenario. That’s 
how PT3 came to be. PT3 communications lifts the 
restrictions placed on your crews by legacy radios with 
nnew, innovative ways to communicate faster and easier 
than ever before.  At the push of a button, your crews can 
talk, send images and connect via video, all with their 
walt™ smart radio. 

Business-Critical Collaboration

Features to Push your 
Frontline Further
Communication is vital for your frontline to stay productive and 
informed at all times. weavix™ uses the best-in-class features to 
ensure workers are always connected, no matter where they are 
or what they’re working on. Now, your entire organization can work 
together without being limited to only push-to-talk communications. 

PT3: Pushing the Limits 3 Ways

Mass alerts are the convenient, guaranteed way to send information 
to everyone in your frontline instantly. Whether it’s an emergency, a 
weather warning or just a general update of the facility, keeping your 
crews informed keeps them safe and your whole enterprise productive. 
Once sent, every walt™ reacts to the alert until acknowledged by 
the worker. Using a three-tiered approach, all mass alerts can be 
cclassified depending on the severity: 
               
Informational Warning Danger

Safety Goes Hand-in-Hand
with Mass Alerts

With more communication options at their fingertips, crews can 
communicate in ways that  works for them. 



weavix™ keeps a record of who 
was the last to login and use 
each device. If you notice a 
missing walt™ in your fleet or 
find one and want to ensure its 
owner is safe, use our platform 
tto perform your due diligence. 

weavix™ only works in your 
facility, so a walt™ can’t get 
too far. With a map of your 
facility, you can locate and 
retrieve your walt™ faster and 
without wasting any 
additional time or manpadditional time or manpower. 

Your walt™ can get lost 
anywhere in your facility, but 
finding it just got a lot easier. 
Using the mobile app or online 
console, weavix™ shows you 
exactly where in your facility 
yyour walt™ is with pinpoint 
accuracy. 

Knock out Language 
Barriers with Ease
Language barriers are a global challenge for 
frontlines, keeping them from performing at 
their best. With up to a 90% translation 
accuracy rate, language barriers don’t stand 
a chance against weavix™. Every walt™ comes 
integrated with language translation and 
dicdictation functionality, capable of translating 
between any of the major languages without 
the need of any third-party applications. 
With walt™ on your frontline, you can rest 
assured that every worker is connected, no 
matter the language.   

It’s Not All Talk
With all the various methods of 
communication available for o ce teams, 
weavix™ levels the playing field for the 
frontline. Instead of retrofitting communication 
platforms from the o ce to the field, walt™ 
oers multimedia communications. Texting 
capabilities acapabilities are also available with every 
walt™, with the added benefit of limiting these 
instant messages to only those within the 
platform. Whether it’s group or 1-1 texting, 
weavix™ makes it possible on the frontline. 

Find waltTM From Your
Computer or Phone

Know who 
Lost it

See waltTM on 
a Map

Locate Any walt™ Anonymously
Throughout your Facility

walt™ goes with your crews wherever they need 
to go in order to get work done. That doesn’t 
mean it always makes it back with them. 
weavix™ makes it easy to keep track of your 
devices. Within our platform, you can locate 
and retrieve any walt™ on your premises, no 
matmatter where your crews might’ve left it. 

Where’s waltTM?



Available on Android and IOS, the weavix™ 
mobile app lets you take the power of weavix™ 
with you wherever you go. We’ve made it 
convenient to collaborate with your frontline 
from anywhere using any mobile device. 

Take weavix™ On-the-Go

weavix™ bridges the gap between the deskless 
and deskbound workforces for collaboration 
that pushes your enterprise farther. Using the 
web console, you can work alongside your 
frontline crews as you normally would, just from 
the comfort of your o ce. 

Collaborate from your 
O ce

MOBILE APP

WEB CONSOLE

walt™ Seamlessly Communicates 
Across the weavix™ Platform



Intact Battery, 
Uncompromised Quality
Every walt™ smart radio has a Class 1 Div. 2 and ATEX 212 safety rating. They’re purpose-built, 
meaning they can survive and, more importantly, work in almost any environment in an industrial 
setting. The durable casing of walt™ always keeps its powerful battery in place, no matter how hard 
of a fall it takes.  

Worker preferences can change based on the day or even the worker. Some prefer to use the 
standard microphone and speaker included with their radio, while others prefer a boom mic, earpiece 
or even a headset. 

No matter their preference, workers can choose the accessories that fit their needs. Featuring  
Bluetooth capabilities and secure screw-in ports, walt™ supports a wide range of available 
accessories, giving workers the freedom to choose what works best for them. 

It’s Safer - No Concern of Battery Fall-Out 

They’re Disposable – Replace Device as Needed

There’s No Added Cost to You – weCare™ Covers Every Device

Easier to Use on the Frontline – Grab & Go Communal Usage

Purpose-Built Design – Withstand Tough Work Environments

Charging for 
the Masses
Ensure maximum collaboration and optimum 
battery life with a fully charged device. Every walt™ 
can be charged individually through a USB-C or by 
placing it on our mass charger. Our wrangler™ Mass 
Charging Cradle eortlessly and simultaneously 
charges up to five walt™ smart radios to full battery 
ppower. The slim product size and modular design 
allows for rack ability and the ultimate flexibility in 
charging station options. 

Configure Your Worker’s Experience



Citizens Broadband Radio Services (CBRS) is a shared wireless spectrum used for building and enhancing 
private 4 & 5G LTE networks. Private LTE gives your workers a more secure, reliable connection throughout 
your facility compared to Wi-Fi and Public LTE. That’s why, when you choose weavix™ for your 
communication network, we deploy PLTE designed to fit your facility’s specifications. Along with weCare™, 
we guarantee complete coverage throughout your entire facility for every worker. 

While PLTE is our go-to for digital network capabilities, we’re not exclusive to it. weavix™ seamlessly 
inintegrates with any existing digital network, including Wi-Fi and Public LTE, meaning walt™ can still enhance 
your frontline without replacing your infrastructure. With weavix™ on your frontline, we connect every worker, 
no matter the network.  

Guaranteed Connectivity
with CBRS
Guaranteed connection ensures that every walt is able to operate at 
its fulllest potential, no matter where a worker is. 

Remove the Barrier of Disconnection

RoIP: The Interoperability 
Between Legacy & Smart Radios
Through weavix™ Radio over Internet (RoIP), walt™ can 
communicate with analog radios through existing radio system 
infrastructure through a simple plug and play model. This 
allows companies to bridge the gap that can occur through 
the process of digitally transforming their workforce.  

Connectivity through guaranteed private LTE
supplied by weavixTM or existing infrastructure
is the foundation for companies to take full
advantage of the weavixTM IoW platform

Private LTE

Public LTE

Bluetooth

Wi-Fi

GMRS Radio Backup



As your enterprise continues growing, weavix™ 
ensures every worker always has a working walt™. 
weCare™ manages the repairs and replacements 
of any walt™ as you need them. Let us worry about 
your radios, so you can stay focused on 
your organization. 

Repair and Replace 
your Devices

Rest easy knowing you have the most up-to-date 
equipment for your frontline. As our devices evolve 
with the needs of the frontline workforce, weCare™ 
ensures you and your frontline evolves with us. 
Know you always have the latest weavix™ has to 
oer with weCare™. 

Upgrade your Crews

waltTM for Every Worker Because weCareTM
Get Upgrades, Repairs, Maintenance and More at No Additional Cost

Every walt™ comes fully equipped with the latest in communication innovations, but weavix™ doesn’t 
stop once they’re deployed. With our managed service plan, weavix™ oers infrastructure coverage 
assurance to all devices implemented on your frontline. Every walt™ and your weavix™ deployed private 
LTE network, no matter the size of your organization, is protected at no additional cost to you. 

Continuous coverage, along with repairs, replacements, upgrades and more, for the  
lifetime of your weavix™ subscription. 

In case your network crashes, weavix™ doesn't leave 
your crews without a backup plan. GMRS Radio 
Backup is built in through an optional antenna on all 
walt™ smart radios allowing communication to still 
happen. weavix™ maintains an encrypted connection 
between all walt™ smart radios between 1.5 to 5-mile 
rradius, depending on facility infrastructure. 

Guaranteed Coverage



CHEMICAL CONSTRUCTION

MININGAIRPORTSOIL & GAS SEAPORTS 

PULP & PAPER MANUFACTURING

Put walt™ in the hands of all workers for rapid, 
real-time communication, connectivity and 
visibility. Enabling robust collaboration and 
real-time visibility will optimize the worker by 
empowering them. walt™ and the weavix™ 
IoW Platform make sure that information can 
gget to the right worker at the right time in a 
manner that is simple and cost-e cient. The 
weavix™ IoW Platform is the robust solution that 
coordinates a distributed workforce, enabling
global communication and collaboration 
through the right digital tools and diverse 
connectivity functionality. 

Boost e ciency and productivity while 
securing a safer workplace by supplying every 
worker with a walt™. Reduce costs by 
replacing expensive legacy dumb devices and 
obsolete systems. Converging communications
through waltTM and other weavixTM digital tools, 
wworkers will be able to provide actionable 
insights to optimize their day-to-day work, 
driving operational performance. 

Empower All of your Workers Optimize your Facility

Welcome to the 
Internet of
Workers (IoW)
Where Collaboration and 
Productivity Meet


